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g persistence in the cryptocurrency market - whether the dynamic behaviour of cryptocurrencies is
predictable, which would be inconsistent with the efficient market hypothesis (emh), according to which prices
should follow a random walk (see fama, 1970). long-memory techniques can be applied for this purpose.
several studies have provided evidence of persistence in asset price dynamics (see greene and fielitz, 1977;
caporale et al., 2016 ... journal of economics library - kspjournals - journal of economics library jel, 5(1),
m. epaphra, & e. salema, p.12-41. 14 macroeconomic situations of countries, and methodologies used for
analysis. the comparison of artificial intelligence and traditional ... - zeydan 2 the system as
productive. system modeling and identification are the basic issue in the design of a control system. since fccu
is a complex system, mathematical models are either too complicated for optimization or too simple for
process masahiko shibamoto - rieb.kobe-u - masahiko shibamoto curriculum vitae march 1, 2019 kobe
university research institute for economics and business administration 2-1, rokkodai, nada, kobe, hyogo
657-8501 japan are japanese stock prices important deterministic elements ... - bulletin of applied
economics, 2015, 2(2), 1-9| december 1, 2015 are japanese stock prices important deterministic elements of
exchange rate returns? yutaka kurihara1 abstract this paper examines whether stock prices in japan show
indicator properties for the us-japan exchange rate using an exchange rate premium model for the short-term.
empirical results show that changes in short-term ... does proxy of openness or methodology - economics.
kydland and prescott (1977) documented that high level of inflation is the result of kydland and prescott
(1977) documented that high level of inflation is the result of discretion rather than well-defined rules. from
the keynesian revolution to the klein-goldberger ... - keynesian theory published in the post-keynesian
economics book edited by kurihara. klein’s claim is that his empirical model (the klein-goldberger model)
vindicates keynes’s theoretical insights, in particular the existence of involuntary unemployment. while
praising klein for having succeeded in making keynesian theory empirical and dynamic, we argue that he paid
a high price for this ... syllabus for the m - patnauniversity - page 3 of 29 syllabus patna university, patna
m.a. (economics) semester- i code : eco-m 102 macro economic analysis marks – 70 1. theories of employment
and output determination- keynesian and post keynesian. the validity of applying state space model to
japanese ... - the state space model has been repeatedly and successfully applied in engineering and
computer science as well as in statistics and economics to solve a broad range of dynamic framework
problems. dynamic linkages between cnxbank nifty and exchange rates ... - dynamic linkages between
cnxbank nifty and exchange rates: evidence from indian market n ... the granger causality test was applied
and the results showed the bi-directional causality between the series in indonesia, korea, malaysia and
thailand. also, a significant negative relation between the stock returns and the exchange rate for all the
countries except thailand.kurihara, (2006)stated ...
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